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Abstract 

 
This paper presents a fuzzy adaptive speed controller that guarantees a fast dynamic behavior and a precise trajectory tracking 

capability for surfaced-mounted permanent magnet synchronous motors (SPMSMs). The proposed fuzzy adaptive control strategy is 
simple and easy to implement. In addition, the proposed speed controller is very robust to system parameter and load torque 
variations because it does not require any accurate parameter values. The global stability of the proposed control system is 
analytically verified. To evaluate the proposed fuzzy adaptive speed controller, both simulation and experimental results are shown 
under motor parameter and load torque variations on a prototype SPMSM drive system. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

q : Electrical rotor position; 
qd : Desired electrical rotor position; 
w : Electrical rotor angular speed; 
wd : Desired electrical rotor angular speed; 
e1 : ( ) twwqq d

t
dd ò -=-

0
; 

e2 : ω − ωd; 
iqs : q-axis current; 
iqsd : Desired q-axis current; 
ids : d-axis current; 
idsd : Desired d-axis current; 
Vqs : q-axis control input voltage; 
Vds : d-axis control input voltage; 
TL : Load torque; 
p : Number of poles; 
Rs : Stator resistance; 
Ls : Stator inductance; 
J : Rotor equivalent inertia; 

B : Viscous friction coefficient; 
λm : Magnetic flux; 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) drives have 
been used for various industrial applications such as electric 
vehicles (EV, Plug-in Hybrid EV, Fuel Cell EV), CNC 
machine tools, hard disk drives, and industrial robots since they 
have some excellent characteristics [1]-[17], such as high 
efficiency, low noise, low inertia, robustness, high torque to 
current ratio, etc. Unfortunately, PMSMs are not easy to 
control because they have nonlinearities due to nonlinear 
magnetic materials and coupling of the state variables (currents 
and speed) in the dynamic model. To guarantee a fast transient 
response and an excellent trajectory tracking capability, various 
nonlinear control methods such as [4]-[13] have been reported. 
These methods include robust control [4], disturbance observer 
based control [5]-[7], adaptive control [8]-[9], nonlinear 
feedback linearization [10]-[11], and neural network control 
[12], [13]. However, most of the previous control algorithms 
have been established on the assumption that knowledge of the 
PMSM parameters is available. In recent years, some PMSM 
control schemes based on the fuzzy control theory [14]-[17] 
have also been presented. These fuzzy PMSM control methods 
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[14]-[17] may give a satisfactory performance. However, there 
have been no systematic and consistent design techniques to 
prove the stability of closed-loop fuzzy control systems 
because they are based on the heuristics-based fuzzy approach 
[18]. In addition, the control performance of the PMSM can be 
seriously affected by system parameter variations and external 
disturbances. Consequently, most previous control strategies 
may not satisfy the requirements for closed-loop system 
stability under uncertainties such as motor parameter and load 
torque variations. 

Meanwhile, the fuzzy adaptive control design has been an 
alternative solution which can control uncertain nonlinear 
systems [18], [19]. The fundamental design procedure of the 
fuzzy adaptive control system is as follows: first, a fuzzy model 
is constructed to identify the input/output behaviors of an 
uncertain system; next, a controller for the uncertain system is 
designed; and then adaption control laws are decided to tune 
the parameters of the fuzzy model. 

This paper proposes a fuzzy adaptive speed controller which 
can ensure a fast transient response and an accurate tracking 
capability for surfaced-mounted permanent magnet 
synchronous motors (SPMSMs). The proposed fuzzy adaptive 
control algorithm is simple and easy to implement. 
Furthermore, the proposed control method is very robust to 
variations of the motor parameters and load torque since it does 
not require exact system parameter and load torque values. The 
proposed speed control law consists of two terms: a feedback 
term and a fuzzy adaptive compensating term. That is, the 
feedback term stabilizes the error dynamics, while the fuzzy 
adaptive compensating term makes up for model parameter and 
load torque variations. In this paper, the global stability of the 
proposed fuzzy adaptive control system is analytically proven. 
To validate the feasibility of the proposed fuzzy adaptive speed 
controller, simulation and experimental results are presented 
under uncertainties (i.e., motor parameter and load torque 
variations) with a prototype SPMSM drive system. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the 
design problem. The design and stability analysis of the 
proposed fuzzy adaptive controller are fully illustrated in 
Section III. Section VI gives simulation and experimental 
results to prove the effectiveness of the proposed control 
algorithm. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section V. 

II. DESIGN PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 
The dynamic model of a surface-mounted PMSM 

(SPMSM) where the d-axis of the synchronously rotating 
reference frame is oriented to the rotor flux vector is given 
by: 
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Note that the load torque disturbance TL as well as the 
uncertainties of the parameters ki can directly affect the 
control performance. 

To design a robust fuzzy adaptive speed controller, the 
following assumptions are made: 

 
A1: ω, iqs, and ids are measurable. 
A2: The desired speed wd is constant. 
 
Most of the previous PMSM control schemes use the 

assumptions A1-2, and almost all of the previous methods are 
based on the restrictive assumption that ki is accurately 
known. Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of a general 
vector-controlled SPMSM control system. As shown in Fig. 1, 
the position or speed controller outputs the desired q-axis 
current iqsd which is used as the input of the current controller. 
Then from the desired and measured qd currents, the current 
controller properly generates control inputs (Vqs, Vds) that can 
regulate the motor speed (w) and the electromagnetic torque. 
Note that the desired d-axis current idsd is usually set to zero. 
There is an exception for a field-weakening operation over 
rated speed. For field-oriented control (FOC), the two actual 
phase currents (ia, ib) are measured and then transformed into 
q-axis and d-axis currents (iqs, ids) using coordinate 
transformation formulas (i.e., Park’s and Clarke’s 
transformations).  

Using the FOC system, the PMSM drive system can be 
reduced to the following first-order dynamic equation [6], 
[9]: 

 

Lqs Tktktikt 321 )()()( --= ww&            
(2) 

 

It should be noted that many previous FOC methods such 
as [6], [9] were developed by using the above first-order 
equation (2). Considering this fact, the focus of this paper 
will be on proposing a fuzzy adaptive speed controller that 
produces a q-axis command current iqsd for the speed dynamic 
model (2) under the assumptions A1-2. Furthermore, a 
conventional PI current controller will be adopted to evaluate 
the overall performance of the proposed speed controller. 

The following lemmas will be used to prove the stability of 
the proposed control system. 

Lemma 1 [20]: Consider the following linear system: 
          ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )tCxtytButAxtx =+= ,&  

where x∈Rn; u∈ Rm; y∈Rp; and A, B, and C are constant 
matrices with appropriate dimensions. Assume that the 
control input u(t) belongs to L2 and the transfer function 
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C(sI−A)-1B is stable and strictly proper. Then y(t) is 
continuous and it converges to zero. 

Lemma 2 [20]: Let f(t) be a differentiable function of t. If 
f(t) is bounded and f(t) has a finite limit as time approaches 
infinity, then f(t) converges to zero. 
 

 

III. FUZZY ADAPTIVE CONTROLLER DESIGN AND 
STABILITY ANALYSIS 

By introducing the error vector e = [e1, e2]T where 

tdee
t

ò=
0

21  and e2 = ω − ωd, the following error dynamics 

can be obtained from (2): 
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The error dynamics (3) is rearranged as: 
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where h(t) is defined as: 
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and g > 0 is a design parameter. 

 
Theorem 1: Assume that the term h(t) of (5) is accurately 

known. Let iqs= iqsd be given by: 
 

)(tii qsdqs hds +-==                  (6) 

 
where d > 0, s = ge1 + e2, and g > 0. Then, e converges to 
zero. 

Proof : Define the Lyapunov functional as: 
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where k is a sufficiently small positive constant satisfying: 
 

04 1 >> kdgk                   (8) 
 
The time derivative of (7) along the error dynamics (4) is 

written by: 
 

ssk &&& += 110 eeV                  (9) 

 
The error dynamics (4) implies that: 
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Thus, (9) can be reduced to: 
 

r
T
r QeekeeV -=--£ 2
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where er = [e1,σ]T and Q is a 2× 2 matrix given by: 
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which is positive definite as long as the inequality (8) is 
satisfied. This completes the proof.                 ÑÑÑ 

The term iqsd of (6) requires accurate knowledge of h(t). 
Because h(t) is not known accurately, a r-rule fuzzy model 
ηf(t) is applied to approximate h(t). The ith fuzzy rule of ηf(t) 
is of the following form: 

 
Rule i for ηf (t): IF e1 is F1i and e2 is F2i, THEN ηf (t) is Gi. 
 

where F1i and F2i (i = 1, · · · , r) denote the fuzzy sets 
associated with e1 and e2, where r is the number of fuzzy rules 
and Gi are the fuzzy singletons for ηf(t). The fuzzy sets F1i and 
F2i are characterized by the membership functions m1i(e1) and 
m2i(e2). Based on the standard fuzzy inference method (using 
a singleton fuzzifier, a product fuzzy inference and a 
weighted average defuzzifier), the final output ηf(t) of the 
above fuzzy model can be represented as follows: 
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where ξ = [ξ1, ··· , ξr]T is the adjustable parameter vector, and 
h = [h1, ··· , hr]T is the fuzzy basis function vector given by: 
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of a general vector-controlled SPMSM 
control system. 
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the proposed fuzzy adaptive control 
algorithm. 
 
It should be noted that hi can be regarded as the normalized 
weight of each IF-THEN rule and that they satisfy hi ≥ 0 and 

11 =å = i
r
i h . 

Let the optimal parameter vector be defined as x*. Then the 
minimum approximation error is expressed as: 
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It should be noted that standard results such as [19] imply 

that a fuzzy system can uniformly approximate nonlinear 
functions to arbitrary accuracy. Thus if the searching space 
for ηf(t) is sufficiently big, it can be assumed that ϵ  = 0. 

The q-axis current reference command iqsd can be 
decomposed as the feedback term iqf and the fuzzy adaptive 
compensating term iqa: 
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where: 
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and δ > 0, γ > 0, and ϕ i > 0. Fig. 2 shows a block diagram of 
the proposed fuzzy adaptive control algorithm. 
 
 

Theorem 2: Assume that the searching space for ηf(t) is 
sufficiently big and that ϵ  = 0. Let iqs = iqsd be given by (15) 
with (16), (17), and (18). Then, e converges to zero, and ξ = 
[ξ1, ··· , ξr]T are bounded, respectively. 

Proof : Define the Lyapunov functional as: 
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where ζi = ϕ ik1, xi = ξi* − ξi, and κ is a sufficiently small 

positive constant satisfying the inequality (8). Its time 
derivative along the error dynamics (4) is given by: 
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The equations (4), (14), ϵ  = 0, and (15) imply that: 
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The time derivative of e2 leads to: 
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The equation (18) means that: 
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Therefore, (19) can be reduced to: 
 

r
T
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where Q is already defined in (12) and it is positive definite. 
This implies that: 
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where V(t)≥0 is used. Since the smallest eigenvalue of Q, 
λmin(Q), is positive, ¥£ò

¥

0
dtee r

T
r

can be obtained. This leads 

to er ∈ L2 ∩L∞ (i.e. e1 ∈ L2 ∩L∞, e2 ∈ L2 ∩L∞, σ ∈ L2 
∩L∞.), and ξi ∈ L∞. From σ = γe1 + e2, the following transfer 
function relationship between e1 and σ can be obtained. 
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where s is the Laplace variable. Because )(

1
sH e s is strictly 

positive real and σ ∈ L2, Lemma 1 can be used to state that 
e1(t) converges to zero. Lemma 2 indicates that e2(t) 
converges to zero if 12 ee &&& =  is bounded. Since e2∈ L∞, σ 

∈ L∞, ξi ∈ L∞, and 0 ≤ hi ≤ 1, by using (21) the following 
inequality can be known: 
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TABLE I 

PARAMETERS OF A PROTOTYPE SPMSM 

Number of poles (p) 12 
Stator resistance (Rs) 0.99 [Ω] 
Stator inductance (Ls) 5.82 [mH] 

Magnetic flux (λm) 7.92´10-2 [V×sec/rad] 
Equivalent inertia (J) 1.21´10-3 [kg × m2] 

Viscous friction coefficient (B) 0.3´10-3 [N× m×sec/rad] 
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i.e., 2e&  is bounded, and thus it can be concluded that e2 
also converges to zero. 
 

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

To present simulation and experimental results that can 
support the proposed control scheme, the parameters of a 
prototype SPMSM drive system are listed in Table I. Thus, 
(2) can be rewritten as the following dynamic equation: 
 

Lqs Ti 8.49682484.06.3539 --= ww&         (28) 

 
The following membership functions with r = 9 are chosen 

to build the fuzzy model ηf(t) given in (13): 
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where W1 = −W0, W2 = 3W1/4, W3 = W1/2, W4 =W1/4, W5 = 0, 
W9 = W0, W8 = 3W9/4, W7 = W9/2, W6 = W9/4, μi = 1/W0

2, and 
W0 = 50. 

 
With δ = 0.2, ϕ i = 0.1, and γ = 1, the q-axis current 

reference command iqsd can be expressed as the following 
control law: 
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where σ is represented by: 
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Also, ξi is continuously updated by the following 

adaptation law: 
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Fig. 3 shows an overall block diagram of the proposed 

control system. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the rotor position (q) 
and the two phase currents (ia, ib) are measured to carry out 

the closed-loop control. In addition, the overall control 
system is composed of two control loops: a proposed fuzzy 
adaptive speed controller in an outer loop and a conventional 
PI current controller in an inner loop. It is noted that the PI 
gains (KPc, KIc) of the PI current controller are determined by 
the following gain tuning rule [21], [22]: 

 
02.311,82.1 ==== csIccsPc RKLK ww       (33) 

 
where the bandwidth ωc = 2π·50 rad/s. In this paper, a Texas 
Instruments TMS320F28335 DSP is used to implement the 
proposed control algorithm as software. In both the 
simulation and the experiment, the PWM frequency is 
selected as 5[kHz], and a space vector pulse-width 
modulation (SVPWM) method is employed to adjust the 
motor speed and torque according to the control input (Vqs 
and Vds). 

Figs. 4 and 6 show the simulation results of the proposed 
fuzzy adaptive speed controller using Matlab/Simulink under 
three conditions: speed transient response under nominal 
parameters, speed transient response and torque transient 
response under 200% variations of the stator resistance (Rs) 
and the stator inductance (Ls), respectively. In Figs. 4 to 5, the 
desired motor speed (ωd) is changed from 125.66 [rad/sec] to 
251.32 [rad/sec] and then from 251.32 [rad/sec] to 125.66 
[rad/sec]. However, the load torque (TL) remains at 1 [N·m]. 
Fig. 4 shows the simulation results (ωd, ω, iqsd, iqs, ids, Van, ia) 
of the speed transient response under nominal condition. On 
the other hand, Fig. 5 shows the simulation results of the 
speed transient response under 200% variations of the stator 
resistance (Rs) and the stator inductance (Ls). Fig. 6 shows the 
simulation results of the torque transient response under 
200% variations of the stator resistance (Rs) and the stator 
inductance (Ls) when the load torque (TL) abruptly increases 
from 1 [N·m] to 2 [N·m] and then vice versa. However, the 
desired motor speed (ωd) remains at 251.32 [rad/sec]. In Figs. 
4 to 6, it is clearly shown that the proposed fuzzy adaptive 
speed controller is very robust to uncertainties such as system 
parameter and load torque variations. 

Figs. 7 and 8 show the experimental results of the proposed 
control method for the speed transient response and the 
torque transient response, respectively. Figs. 7 (a) and 8 (a) 
illustrate the desired speed (ωd) and measured speed (ω), 
while Figs. 7 (b) and 8 (b) show the desired q-axis current 
(iqsd), the measured q-axis current (iqs), and the measured 
d-axis current (ids). Figs. 7 (c) and 8 (c) show the phase a 
voltage (Van) and the phase a current (ia). The simulation and 
experimental results demonstrate that the proposed fuzzy 
adaptive speed controller can guarantee outstanding speed 
control performance (i.e., fast transient behavior, accurate 
trajectory tracking capability, and robustness) without 
accurate information on the motor parameter and load torque 
values. 
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Fig. 3. Overall block diagram of the proposed control system. 
 

 
 
Fig. 4. Simulation results of speed transient response under 
nominal parameters when the desired speed (ωd) suddenly 
changes. 

 

 
 
Fig. 5. Simulation results of speed transient response under 
200% variations of some parameters (Rs and Ls) when the desired 
speed (ωd) suddenly changes. 

 
Fig. 6. Simulation results of torque transient response under 
200% variations of some parameters (Rs and Ls) when the load 
torque (TL) suddenly changes. 
 
 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 
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(c) 

Fig. 7. Experimental results when the desired speed (ωd) 
suddenly changes. (a) ω and ω d. (b) iqsd, iqs, and ids. (c) Van and 
ia. 

 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 8. Experimental results when the load torque (TL) suddenly 
changes. (a) ω and ω d. (b) iqsd, iqs, and ids. (c) Van and ia. 
 
 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
 

This paper proposed a fuzzy adaptive speed control 
strategy that can guarantee a fast transient behavior and a 
precise trajectory tracking capability for surfaced-mounted 
permanent magnet synchronous motors (SPMSMs). The 
proposed speed controller is very robust with respect to 
system uncertainties such as motor parameter and load torque 
variations. As a result, it does not require accurate parameter 
values. In addition, it was analytically proven that the 
proposed control system is asymptotically stable. In this 
paper, a conventional PI current controller was used together 
with the proposed fuzzy adaptive speed controller to examine 
the overall control performance. From the verification results, 
it can be seen that the proposed fuzzy adaptive control 
algorithm can be simply and easily implemented, and that it 
can assure excellent control performance such as fast 
dynamic response, accurate tracking capability, and 
robustness. 
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